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World’s 38 Airlines With Lowest Airline Safety Ratings
When thinking about the range of qualities we look for in an airline, the ability to
deliver us to our destination alive is at the top of the list.

Read more

Airlines and Airports

Airline and Airport Punctuality Statistics of 2015

CNN has just published the airline and airport punctuality statistics for 2015,
based on OAG data. Not surprisingly, the Japanese airports and airlines
score very well in that ranking.
Read More

Qatar Airways To Launch
World’s 2 Longest Flights
Presently the world’s three longest
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Editor's Review
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Manufacturers

The First Airbus A320neo Delivery in the World to
Lufthansa
On January 20, Lufthansa took possession of the first Airbus A320neo. The
deployment of the Airbus A320neo marks another step Lufthansa is taking
towards a “three-liter fleet” (per passenger and 100 kilometers) and significantly
contributes to noise reduction.

Read more

Airbus in 2015 – The Year in
Review

7 Brand New Private Jets
Comming Soon
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New Airbus Aircraft Price
List For 2016

Boeing Achieves Record in
2015
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Aviation Training

FAA Final Rule Changes Way Student Pilots Certificates Are
Issued
Under a new final rule adopted by the FAA, aviation medical examiners will no
longer issue student pilot certificates. Instead, new pilots will go through a similar
process as private pilots, receiving their hard plastic student pilot certificates...

Read more
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